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a teeny-tiny timeline of philosophy
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The history of philosophy is the tale of a great conversation between some
of the greatest minds that ever lived: the Philosophy Friends. While the
Philosophy Friends all lived in different centuries and different countries,
they all shared—and still share—a unifying passion: their love for wisdom.
That is precisely what the word philosophy means: ‘love of wisdom’, from the
Greek words ‘philos’ (love) and ‘sophia’ (wisdom).

Do you want to know what wisdom is and join us in the great conversation of
philosophy? It is actually very easy: the only thing you need is a curious mind.
Do you have a curious mind? If you are eager to learn and you like asking
questions then the answer is YES, you are already on the road to wisdom!
Let’s begin!

WHAT
IS THE GOOD

LIFE?

WHAT IS
JUSTICE?

WHAT are the
Limits of OUR
knowledge?

Can we speak
about anything
or are there
limits to what
can be said?

WHAT IS
THE BEST FORM
OF GOVERNMENT?

WHAT EXISTS
OTHER THAN

ME?
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The history of philosophy begins in Ancient Greece, around the year 400 B.C.
Teacher Socrates Goat had a problem: he wanted to live a good life, but he
didn’t know what the good life was.
All he knew was that a good life is one that is lived by a good person, and
that a good person has certain virtues: she is wise, courageous, generous,
just, and so on. But he didn’t know what wisdom, courage, generosity or
justice were. So he did what he liked most: he asked questions and
engaged in conversation to try to discover the truth.

In his conversations, Teacher Socrates used a method known as ‘dialectic’. This
method consists in asking for a definition, such as what is courage, or what is
justice. Once a definition is proposed, Teacher Socrates Goat would examine it
and show that in many cases our definitions are incomplete or incorrect.

Teacher Socrates’ dialectic helps us take two very important first steps for
becoming a philosopher: first, it shows us that we know less than what we

thought we knew—and being aware of our own ignorance is the first
step in the road to wisdom. And second, it helps us clarify our

concepts little by little, taking us ever so close to the truth.

???
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Plato Pig was Teacher Socrates Goat’s brightest student. It is thanks to him
that we know about Teacher Socrates’ conversations, as it was Little Plato

who wrote them down in books we know
today as the ‘Socratic dialogues’.

But Plato Pig had big ideas of his own.
Perhaps his most famous and influential idea
is his ‘Theory of Forms’ which distinguishes
between reality and appearance. Plato Pig

tells us that the world of appearances—what
we see, smell, touch and feel—is very different

from what the world is truly like.

It is then up to the philosophers to discover
the true form of reality that lies

beyond our appearances, and
this can only be done with

our intellect, not with
our senses which

can trick us.

To prove his point, Plato Pig tells us a story known as ‘the allegory of the
cave.’ Imagine a group of prisoners sitting in a cave who are only able to see
the wall in front of them. Behind them there is a fire and a puppeteer, but
they cannot see him. All they can see are the shadows of the puppets cast on
the wall by the light of the fire.

The prisoners believe that the shadows on the wall are the real object, but
they are mistaken: the shadows are but mere appearances. The real object
lies unseen behind them. If these prisoners want to learn the truth, they
must free themselves from the cave, turn away from the shadows and seek
the reality that lies behind the appearances. Only then they will become true
philosophers.

socratic
dialogues
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Aristotle Alligator was born in 384 B.C. in Stagira, a small city in Ancient
Greece. When he was 17 years old, he moved to Athens to enroll in ‘The
Academy’, a school that Plato Pig had founded in order to spread the
teaching of philosophy. But unlike his teacher Plato Pig, Aristotle Alligator
didn’t think the task of the philosopher was to seek perfect concepts
hiding behind our appearances. Instead, he wanted to investigate
and learn from everything our experience offers us: the
physical world, biology, botany, history, politics,
mathematics, logic and art.

He accumulated so much knowledge than in
343 B.C., Philip, the king of Macedon,
asked him to become the tutor of
his 13 year old son, the boy
who would later become
Alexander the
Great.

Despite all of the knowledge he accumulated, Aristotle Alligator still wanted
to answer the same simple question Teacher Socrates Goat had asked at the
dawn of philosophy: what is the good life? For little Aristotle, the good life
is one in which we achieve happiness.
But happiness is not simply enjoying ourselves and having a good time. We
humans are unique: we are all rational animals, that is, animals capable of
thinking and reflecting. So the type of life that makes us happiest is one in
which we fully develop our reason—our capacity to think well. Achieving this
potential requires virtue or excellence, and therefore teaching ourselves
virtuous habits—how to be just, courageous, generous, prudent—is the true
road to lasting happiness.
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Singer Sheep is a moral philosopher born in Australia in 1946. His grown up
name is Peter Singer. He is a promoter of animal rights and ‘effective
altruism’, a movement advocating for effective ways to help those in need.

Singer Sheep wants us to be more charitable, so he uses a powerful story:
imagine you are in the park and you see a child drowning in the pond. You
would immediately jump in and help right? Even if your own clothes get ruined
and your shoes muddied, helping the child is the right thing to do. Now, you
do know that there are many children across the globe whose lack of basic
needs (such as food, shelter or healthcare) puts them in grave danger. Why
are you not doing anything to help those children then? There is no real
difference between them and the drowning child other than the fact that
they are far way. But their need for help is just as real and urgent, and you
could make a difference at little cost to you if you were only more charitable.

ANIM
AL

LIBE
RAT
ION

Singer Sheep uses a similar argument against the cruel treatment of animals:
we all agree that causing pain to others is wrong. And we also know that
animals can feel pain and suffer just as we do. Then causing harm to

animals is morally wrong. For Little Singer, pain is pain, and if we say that
animal pain is not the same as human pain we are just simply being

‘speciesists’, meaning that we are discriminating against animals just because
they are a different species than us. Singer Sheep says that is a mistake.

Ultimately, what Singer Sheep wants is for us to expand our circle of care.
It is natural for us to care for ourselves, and then our sympathy expands to
our family, then to our friends and then to those closest to us. But a true

good person is one that expands her moral range and cares for all
beings—including all other humans and animals.
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a teeny-tiny history of philosophy is a playful introduction to the big
thinkers and the big ideas of the Western philosophical tradition.

Fun characters and colorful illustrations help young children connect with the
great philosophers and get familiar with the questions they asked and the

concepts they developed.
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